2015 ANNUAL REPORT

ABOUT THIS REPORT
The 2015 Annual Report is in accordance with the G4
generation GRI guidelines, in its core option. This report provides an overview of the organization, operational methods, governance and employees as well as
information about the elaboration of this report.
This is the 7th edition of our Annual Report and all the
information contained in this publication is referred to
the period between January 1st and December 31st
2015. The whole process of creating the report and
publishing the results is supervised by the organization’s CEO. All the content presented here originates
from SITAWI’s internal control documents and from
data provided by supported civil organizations and impact businesses in Brazil. Management statements are
included in the final part of this report and audited financial statements are available in our website.
This edition marks the transition to the G4 generation GRI guidelines. The formal process of consulting
the stakeholders was not performed to define the
Materiality Matrix and, therefore, we will take into

account the same themes orienting our 2014 Report,
incorporating feedbacks from our Consulting Council
(. The compilation of results from our main programs,
the established partnerships, the state of Finance for
Good and the projections for our social actions, all
these follow overriding themes, as well as sustainability
in SITAWI and its impact on society. In our next report
in 2017, referring to 2016, we intend to approach our
stakeholders in a formal process to validate the overriding material themes.
The report is available electronically on our website in
PDF format, and continues the information of our previous report, published in 2015.
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LETTER FROM THE CEO

8 YEARS OF FINANCE FOR GOOD
SITAWI formalized and Social &
Environmental Loan structured

2008

2015 WAS A YEAR OF CRISIS.
IN 2015 SITAWI REGISTERED ONE OF ITS BEST PERFORMANCES IN ITS HISTORY.
In the year when the economic clouds became dark grey and promised to cover the skies for some time,
SITAWI’s planning and strategy allowed that we had more social impact, financial results and operational
leverage. The team grew up to 20 people (and women are the majority!), we opened an office in São Paulo, we
entered the TOP10 Global Ranking of The Best Social & Environmental Research Offices from the Independent
Research in Responsible Investment (IRRI 2015), and our Director of Sustainable Finance, Gustavo Pimentel,
became the world’s best Social & Environmental Analyst!
We hit the mark of R$ 6 million allocated in the social sector, of which R$ 3 million in social and environmental
lending, in a total of 42 supported projects with 179,000 people benefited throughout 8 years of Finance for
Good. Besides, we diversified and improved our work with Philanthropic Funds and supported mass movements involving donation from the civil society, strengthening our mission of supporting the development of
the Philanthropic Culture in Brazil.
During 2015 we managed seven Philanthropic Funds, including two with great coverage from the press. The
DáPé Fund received more than R$ 400,000 raised in a crowdfunding led by Pindorama productions and by
the SOS Mata Atlântica Foundation for the reforestation of Rio Una’s banks in São Paulo. Additionally, the
SouMinasGerais Fund, which supports the victims of the Mariana dam tragedy in Minas Gerais, managed the
income from the fundraising concerts in Belo Horizonte and São Paulo, which featured the likes of Caetano
Veloso, Milton Nascimento, Jota Quest and Maria Gadu.
In October, the Social Finance Taskforce (FTFS), in which we take part as members of the Executive Board,
launched recommendations for the advance of the Social Finance and Impact Businesses field in Brazil, in
São Paulo, in partnership with Sir Ronald Cohen, pioneer on the subject. At the same time, we advanced in the
development of Social Impact Bonds in Brazil.

Invited to be part of Clinton Global
Initiative and certified as OSCIP

Article in Stanford Social Innovation
Review and new product created:
Philanthropic Fund Management for
Families and Companies; first client:
USAID +Unidos.

2009

First Social & Environmental Loans
to Solidarium, Caspiedade e Davida

2011

Awarded beyondBanking Prize by
Inter-American Development Bank

2010

2012
2013

Appointed to Executive Board
of the Social Finance Task Force.
Ecomudança/Itaú Fund follows
SITAWI’s lead, incorporating loans
in its social investment strategy

2014
2015

Focus expanded to Finance for
Good, incorporating Sustainable
Finance program. Business & Impact
operations resumed

SITAWI elected as Top 10 Global
Ranking of the Best Social &
Environmental Research Offices and
director Gustavo Pimentel is Top 1
ESG Research Analyst in the world
by the Independent Research in
Responsible Investment (IRRI)
Office opened São Paulo and new
staff members joined

In the program of Sustainable Finances, we celebrated an important partnership with Vigeo Eiris, global leader in providing social and environmental research to social responsible investors. It’s the first time this
service is offered in Brazil through a global platform and produced from our local expertise, with continuous
monitoring of more than 100 Brazilian companies listed in the stock exchange.
On the other hand, our Resource Raising area suffered the economic downturn : in fact, the ‘fear of crisis’
was the background for the decrease in philanthropic contributions. Nevertheless, we are thankful for all the
support received so far. We believe that if we can keep connected and collaborate, the positive socio-environmental transformation will prosper even on hard times.
We count with each and every one of you engaged in this Network so together we can make 2016 even better.

Leonardo Letelier, CEO

GRI-G4 1, 13
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PHILANTHROPIC FUND MANAGEMENT
•
•
•
•

R$6.7 million disbursed cumulatively
10 Philanthropic Funds managed since 2008
41 supported organizations
Multiplication Factor: 4.9, which means that each 1 brazillian real used in

SITAWI’s operations allowed the allocation of 5 brazillian reais in the social sector

SITAWI ran a total of nine Philanthropic Funds over the
course of 2015, raising more than R$ 1.5 million during the year and reaching R$ 2.5 million by December
Philanthropic Funds can provide funding in three ways:
social-environmental loans at reduced interest rates
(see more on page 10), direct donations, and project
expense payments. Adding these three together, we
disbursed a total of R$ 1.9 million over the year, contributing to the transformation of 19,000 lives.
The major highlight of the year was working together
with social movements mobilized to help victims of
the Mariana dam tragedy in Minas Gerais
to design an effective
and quick solution.
Many artists and producing
companies,
including Oloko and
Pomelo, came together to hold two fundraising
concerts,
one in Minas Gerais
and another in São Paulo. The drive raised around R$
500,000 in total and was directed to the Philanthropic
Fund SouMinasGerais, managed by SITAWI. The
events brought well-known Brazilian artists, including
Caetano Veloso, Criolo, Tulipa Ruiz, Maria Gadu, Milton
Nascimento and Jota Quest.
Good relationship-building and quick customization
also resulted in the the
Philanthropic Fund DáPé,
created in partnership
with Pindorama Filmes
and SOS Mata Atlântica
Foundation. Opened to
receive donations from
the
Brazilian
public,
its main function is to

manage R$400,000 raised in the crowdfunding campaign on the online platform Kickante. This funding
goes towards reforesting the Rio Una basin, a tributary
of Paraíba do Sul river in the Atlantic Forest, which provides water supplies to the states of Minas Gerais, Rio
de Janeiro and São Paulo.

EXISTING PHILANTHROPIC FUNDS IN 2015
SITAWI’s first philanthropic fund. Funded with donation capital, it provides social and environmental loans to social organizations and impact businesses, with an emphasis on working capital. In
2015, it made three loans, with a total of six clients over the year.
The Family Philanthropic Fund supports the social and environmental development in Brazil. In 2015
there were three active loans to two initiatives, including SITAWI’s first loan for R$ 1 million. In addition,
the fund supported the impact business Insolar, promoting the installation of solar panels on a kindergarden in the Santa Marta community, Rio de Janeiro.
Supports the BMW Foundation’s initiatives in Brazil, promoting diverse topics such as social entrepreneurship, systemic change through cross-sector collaboration, new forms of philanthropy, pro bono
culture, social entrepreneurship and social finance.
Among other initiatives in 2015, the Fund supported the creation of five language laboratories at
federal universities, as part of a program that aims to improve English-language instruction for a
million students over the next ten years.
Launched the 1st Brazil Crowdfunding Challenge in 2015, successfully completing its mission to
support the dissemination of donation platforms in Brazil and closing at the end of the year.

Moreover, the Ellen Macarthur Foundation started a
fund in 2015 that aims at
promoting the program
Circular Economy 100
Brasil. The British foundation acted since 2010
to accelerate the transition to the circular economy regenerative and
restorative by design, becoming a leading global
thought leader for this
agenda. CE100 Brasil,
launched in October
2015, is the first national
satellite network of the
international program CE100, which was founded in
2012.

Why a Philanthropic Fund and not an Investment Fund? Our main commitment is positive social and environmental impact. Instead of
generating profit for investors, we choose to reinvest the money in new social and environmental ventures needing quick, cheap capital
and strategic advice. In addition, Philanthropic Funds can be easily customized depending on donor demands, be it a company, a social
group or a philanthropic family.

The fourth fund, initiated in January 2015, was the
FEM-Innovation Social Fund - Women for ICT with social impact, which aims at supporting the launch of an
accelerator in São Paulo, the international Gendered
Innovation Accelerator (GIA). The GIA will advance
the redefinition of Information and Communication
Technologies while promoting gender equality. After
all, this is not only about addressing the issue of gender disparity among software programmers, 85% of
whom are men, but to help create a new mentality and,
therefore, new opportunities in technology areas.

During 2015, SITAWI became
the leader for Philanthropic Fund
Management in Brazil. For example, people came to us to set up
new funds thanks to recommendations from existing partners.
But what our work over the year
really showed is how flexible a Philanthropic Fund can be.
There were crowdfunding and donation campaigns, and initiatives with existing funds that would not have existed or
have been less efficient without SITAWI’s support.

Estevão Ciavatta in the institutional video
of DáPé’s crowdfunding campaign

Tweet from singer Caetano Veloso mentioning SITAWI

“

Rob Packer, Fund Manager

”

On stage at the #SouMinasGerais concert
with Tulipa Ruiz, Criolo, Rogério Flausino,
Milton Nascimento and Caetano Veloso

“

For the United States Agency
for International Development
(USAID) and the North American
companies from the Grupo Mais
Unidos (More United), the partnership with SITAWI showed results
which would have been unconceivable without a partnership between government, private
companies and coordinating organizations, such as SITAWI. In
2015, the partnership installed five foreign language laboratories in Brazilian federal universities benefiting around 10,000
young people and contributing to strengthen the relationship
between the Brazilian and US government.

”

Alex Alves, Strategic Partnership Team Leader for USAID

GRI-G4 4, 8
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SOCIAL & ENVIRONMENTAL LOANS
• 179,000 lives positively impacted
• 23 social & environmental loans to...
• ...17 organizations and impact businesses

Client

Fund

Clients over the year
(homes)

Reduction in greenhouse
gas emissions*

Category

Year

Ecoservice

SEF

149

100%

Aquecimento solar e
soluções sustentáveis

2014
2015

*Data for the product lifecycle of appliances sold over the year

Loans paid down in 2015

In 2015, SITAWI disbursed a total of R$ 842,000 in five loans to for- and not-for-profit impact businesses in Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo and Paraná. All
capital is disbursed at reduced interest rates, with flexible repayment terms
and includes support and strategic advice from our Social Finance team.
Around 19,000 people benefitted from this work over the year, raising the
number of impacted lives to 179,000 since SITAWI’s founding, 8 years ago!

Client

Fund

Services

Category

Year

Solidarium
(Pró-Amazônia)

SEF

1,740 (54% women)

Organics productions in settlements

2015

Lar da Bênção
Divina

SEF

196

Children’s education and culture

2015

* The counterpart system does not discriminate based on gender and/or income

For and not-for-profit impact businesses that meet following criteria are eligible for a social-environmental loan:

CIES, one of SITAWI’s first clients and recipient of the largest loan in our
history (R$ 1,06 million), was able to build a clinic with a monthly capacity of
4,000 people that provides prompt and high-quality medical examinations,
such as ultrasound, echocardiograms, electromyoneurography, and cataract surgeries among others.

•
•
•
•

Clear and recognized social impact
Capacity to repay
Strong management capability
Leadership with high ethical standards

Over the year, two loans were repaid and these organizations were able to
realize their projects with enough financial peace-of-mind to dedicate themselves to further develop their mission sustainably. For us, positive social
and environmental impact and increasing efficient capital with new loans is
how we build Finance for Good.
Meeting on SITAWI’s balcony during Global Entrepreneurship
Week with Henrique Drumond, co-founder of Insolar, one of
SITAWI’s supported projects and which will bring solar energy
to Rio’s communities, starting in Santa Marta, Botafogo.

New Loans in 2015
Client

Fund

Amount

Individuals reached

Category

Year

Coperjunho

SEF*

150K

51

Cooperative members growing
organics

2015

Lar da Bênção
Divina

SEF

77K

196

Children’s education and culture

2015

Inova Urbis

SEF

50K

0**

Housing and quality of life

2015

“

SITAWI helped us when we needed to adjust our capital
flow. It was a very good alternative to avoid the excessive
financial costs in using typical bank loans we had always
relied on. We are satisfied with the partnership and now we
know that we can count on this important support for institutions such as Lar Benção Divina, which depends on city
council support and donations. SITAWI’s team helped us a
lot and we learned a lot with them too.

“

Client

Fund

Amount

Individuals reached

Category

Year

Instituto Peabiru

SEF

55K

2.715

Technical assistance to rural
families

2014-2015

Solidarium/Olist

Família C & SEF

291K

10.083

Artisans selling products online

2014-2015

SITAWI is an important partner
and their support complements
Instituto Peabiru’s resourcing needs
for various projects on the Island of
Marajó. SITAWI’s support helped so
that we were able to carry out our
activities. They provided us with
technical assistance, facilitated the
making of fishing agreements and strengthened local organizations in river communities, always maintaining high standards
of professionalism.

CIES

Família C

1,060K

15.094

Patients receiving medical care
or surgery

2014-2015

João Meirelles, Director of Instituto Peabiru

*SEF – Social and Environmental Loan
**Loan disbursed in December

Active loans prior to the January/December 2015 period

”

Paulo Bueno, 2nd treasurer, Lar da Benção Divina

”

GRI-G4 4, 8
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SOCIAL IMPACT BONDS
• 15 meetings with top-tier civil servants
• 55+ articulation meetings with national and international organizations
• 1 mandate with Ceará state government to 1st SIB in Brazil
Social Impact Bond is a multilateral contract which establishes a future payment obligation from the government for achieved social impact goals. Its main function is to fund complementary interventions to public
services aiming to solve social problems in a preventive way or to help improve the quality of public services to
the most vulnerable segments of the population. SIB promotes rationality in the utilization of public resources
as it relies on empirical evidence consisting in the integration of more effective public policies. Typically, the
interventions are operated by social organizations and funded by impact investors, in a period spanning from
three to seven years.

SIB STAGES
2-3 months
Theme
prioritization

3-6 months
Feasibility
analysis

4-6 months
Operational
and Financial
Modelling

Contracting

Measurement
and payment

Execution

Structuring

We are the pioneers in implementing SIBs in the whole country, from the brainstorm process, viability studies and financial and operational modeling, to recommendations over contracts terms and conditions, including articulation with Governments, Social Organizations, service providers, Impact Evaluators and Investors.
SITAWI’s strong differential in SIB development consists in the articulation and engagement with the different
types of agents involved, combined with an analytical capability and systemic vision which strengthens the
technical criteria in the decision process of Public Managers and Investors. Our record and experience in the
three sectors (public, private and third sector) enable SITAWI to the incumbency to lead the process of consolidation and expansion of SIBs in Brazil.

ARTICLE PUBLISHED ON SEPTEMBER 30TH ON THE NEWSPAPER VALOR ECONÔMICO,
SIGNED BY CEO, LEONARDO LETELIER, AND SIBS COORDINATOR, RAFAEL RIBEIRO

“

Even in face of such complexity and pioneering, we arrived in the end of 2015 celebrating a mandate with
Ceará state government to coordinate the work of prioritization, viability and structuring of a SIB in Ceará,
probably the first mandate of its kind in Brazil. Some of the social problems possibly approached in the agreement are: (i) juvenile offense re-incidence, (ii) High school dropout, (iii) Chronical patients’ hospitalization. The
project is still in its beginnings (see below: SIB Stages), but we are profoundly confident in the success of this
partnership.

3-7 years

“

We are delighted to be working
with SITAWI on the development
of the first Social Impact Bond in
Brazil. For the last two years, our
collaboration has grown increasingly strong primarily thanks to
SITAWI´s market insight and professionalism. It is fantastic to have such a committed partner on the ground, one whose focus on outcomes for the
most vulnerable is as relentless as ours, and for whom sustainability of impact, effective use of resources and collaborative working are paramount.

Our teaming with SITAWI happened in an opportune and easygoing way. We have become closer
to the impact investment area and
we are looking to learn and contribute to leverage the first Social
Impact Bond in Brazil. Instituto
Sabin believes that there are already good financial mechanisms to face social issues, even though they do not exhaust
all these possibilities. In this sense, we have inquired which
working area of philanthropic capital, wether in direct enterprises, or in fostering the ecosystem.

Marta Garcia, Director at Social Finance UK

Fábio Deboni, Instituto Sabin

”

”

GRI-G4 4, 8
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SUSTAINABLE FINANCE ADVISORY
•
•
•
•

9 projects for banks
4 for asset managers and private equity
10 for NGOs, think-tanks, associations and development agencies
7 international projects

We actively engaged in national and international events
in 2015, speaking at 25 and attending 29 other. In May,
we hosted in São Paulo the event ESG Alpha: How to
Generate Value Incorporating Emerging Issues into
Investment Analysis”, in partnership with PRI, MSCI and
Santander Asset Management. In addition, we attended highly-regarded industry meetings worldwide, such
as TBLI Europe 2015, in Zurich; Dialogues EU - Brazil
on trade and sustainability, in Brussels; Green Climate
Fund: Opportunities for Latin American financial institutions in Mexico, and personally participating at CoP
21, in Paris.
Gustavo Pimentel participates at the conference on Low Carbon
Investing: Emerging Trends and Strategies at TBLI Europe 2015.

In 2015, the Sustainable Finance program (including
Advisory and ESG Research) carried out 24 projects in
total, portraying a 20% growth in comparison to 2014.
We were able to serve 18 clients and half of those had
never worked with SITAWI before. We also expanded
our reach to other asset classes, such as insurance and
private equity, and strengthened our pre-existing relations with banks and asset managers. Precisely, due to
a national economic recession, we sought to strengthen our international operations and carried out projects that took us to Afghanistan, Tajikistan, Colombia,
Mexico, Barbados, the United States and the United
Kingdom.
In order to maintain our momentum and invest on further expansion in 2016, our team grew to eight professionals. Moreover, we opened a senior consultant
position based in São Paulo, enabling us to faster serve
clients in the region.
Because of the National Monetary Council’s resolution
4327/2014, requiring all financial institutions operating
in Brazil to develop Environmental and Social (E&S) policies and risk management frameworks, we provided our
services in that direction to several banks. In partnership with the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB)
and the Brazilian Development Association (ABDE), we
supported more than 10 public banks and state development agencies to develop their policies and action plans.

Working Group of the Principles for Responsible
Investment (PRI) Brazil Network, we offered training for
dozens of institutional investors and companies on ESG
valuation.
Despite the closure of debt markets for Brazilian companies in 2015, we continued to disseminate the concept
of Green Bonds. Through a partnership with the Climate
Bonds Initiative, the leading think-tank in the theme, we
gave several presentations at events, bilateral meetings
and to media. We developed a proprietary method to
provide second opinion reports about the green credentials of a Green Bonds issuance, in addition to advising
issuers on international transactions through our alliance with Vigeo Eiris, a leading international agency in assuring Green Bonds.
In 2016, we aim to reach 20% growth again, executing
projects for leading organizations in their segments and
moving forward on the Finance for Good agenda as a
whole.

“

SITAWI’s team has been supporting IDB in the development of Environmental & Social Risk Management (ESMS) strategies to several development finance institutions (DFIs) in Brazil and Latin America. In particular, we highlight a training program for Brazilian DFIs to develop ESMS systems in order to meet the resolution 4327 by the Brazilian Central Bank, as well
as ESMS systems developed for renewable energy funding programs in Colombia and sustainable agriculture in the Brazilian
Amazon. SITAWI perpetrates high quality standards, displaying deep knowledge in general practices, E&S policies and financial system, besides paying special attention to our clients and providing highly customized and actionable solutions.
SITAWI’s support was highly appreciated by our clients and it played an important part in engaging them in sustainability
programs. It is a pleasure to keep co-operating with SITAWI.

”

Maria Netto, Financial Markets Lead Specialist at the Inter-American Development Bank

Resolution CMN 4327 is positive due to its double effect: it
establishes a minimum level of
attention to environmental and
social issues while requiring financial institutions that want to
stand out to push the agenda forward. Although it is an operational challenge, the effective
integration of sustainability is increasingly regarded as imperative, not only from the legal/regulatory standpoint, but
also to resilience of business models. The institutions have
accepted the challenge.
Gustavo Pimentel in Afghanistan. SITAWI realized consultancy
on social and environmental risk with three local banks in 2015.

”

Luiz Pires, Sustainability Manager at SulAmérica Seguros

“

Climate change and distributed generation of renewable
energy have been recurring themes in our projects in
2015: we supported an insurance company, one bank
and two business associations to dive deep into these
issues and develop strategies that go well beyond risk
management to the pursuit of such opportunities.
For asset managers, we developed processes and capabilities for integration of ESG factors into fixed income,
including private debt and sovereign credit, and private
equity. Through our coordination of the ESG Integration

“

Developing our Climate Change Policy in partnership with SITAWI has been a very positive experience due to the team’s
commitment in meeting requisites and our agenda as well as the innovative take on the proposal they presented to us. This
is the approach we had been looking for and I feel fully satisfied with the result.

”

“

In 2014, SITAWI began to support Axxon to raise the whole
team’s awareness in structuring, formalizing and gradually develop our responsible investment practices. Ever since, within
the realm of pragmatic pilot projects, the team was prompted
to learn rapidly and the theme was suitably institutionalized.
SITAWI executes promptly and openly, with technical depth
and quality. For these reasons, SITAWI is now an important
partner for Axxon.

”

Marcello Adrião Rodrigues, Operating & ESG Partner at
Axxon Group

Fred Seifert, Sustainable Finance Consultant

GRI-G4 4, 8
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Relatório Anual - 2015

ESG RESEARCH

SITAWI’S PUBLICATIONS
Materiality of ESG KPIs: a perspective from Brazil

•
•
•

6 publications
100 Brazilian companies monitored daily
48 ESG Alerts with daily news and customized commentary

In partnership with the Principles for Responsible Investment, this study shows how
Brazilian investors understand the materiality of environmental, social and governance
indicators (ESG) on the financial performance of companies. It was based on a survey
SITAWI conducted with 34 Brazilian institutional investors, including pension funds, asset
managers and private equity firms, and it covered companies in nine sectors: food, retail,
textile, mining, real estate, oil and gas, steel, education and transport.
The most controversial Brazilian companies in 2014

After every new disaster, such as the tailings dam collapse
in Mariana-MG, investors and society demand more responsibility from companies. Environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues generate risks and opportunities for
businesses, especially considering that intangibles account
on average for 85% of their market value. (Ocean Tomo
LLC, 2015).
Since 2012, SITAWI produces ESG research to support the
decision-making process of institutional investors, banks
and insurers. In 2015, we became the Brazilian partner of
Vigeo Eiris, a global leading provider of ESG research that
serves more than 300 institutional investors. By combining
our local expertise with a global methodology, we have already analyzed more than 100 Brazilian companies, in addition to more than 4,000 other companies addressed by
Vigeo Eiris. Its biggest shareholder, EIRIS Foundation, has
been actively promoting sustainable finance for over 30

In its second edition, the report analyses environmental, social and governance controversies regarding companies, giving a complementary insight on the main challenges for the creation and protection of value, enhancing investor decision-making.
The frequency and severity of controversies provide inputs to assess how exposed
companies are to legal, reputational and operational risk. To compare the results,
check out ESG Controversy 2013 Report on our website.

years, and its philanthropic nature guarantees that Vigeo
Eiris keeps focused on such mission.
Based on ongoing monitoring of companies’ ESG performance, we published the 3rd edition of Most Controversial
Brazilian Companies Report, which has been widely publicized by the national press. Our knowledge on ESG issues
also resulted in a publication with PRI - Materiality of ESG
KPIs: a perspective from Brazil, where we point out the materiality of ESG indicators for the financial performance of
companies operating in the country.

CLIENT-COMMISSIONED PUBLICATIONS
Environmental & Social Risks and Opportunities: the journey of Itaú Unibanco

SITAWI also conducts bespoke research and client-commissioned reports. Two out of the six publications prepared
in 2015 were published. From the journey of bank on E&S
practices to an NGO review of financial sector’s sustainability, SITAWI’s publications always strive for a rigorous approach and innovative combination of ESG and financial issues.

In December, SITAWI and its members received high recognition biggest and most respected independent survey
on responsible investment, The Independent Research in Responsible Investment (IRRI 2015). SITAWI’s ranking
improved in every category allowing it to enter the Global Top 10 for its overall ranking. Moreover, it was elected
4th among the best ESG research organizations in emerging markets, despite the larger number of research providers participating in the 2015 ranking. Our director, Gustavo Pimentel, once the second in the rank, was then
elected World’s Best ESG Analyst. In the category Best Analyst in Research on Corporate Governance, Pimentel
also ranked on the TOP5.

The publication, written and produced by SITAWI, describes the 15 year trajectory of Itaú in
on E&S issues, showing how the bank has structured its governance, processes and other
capabilities to deal with environmental risks and opportunities in the business.

Responsible Banking Guide 2015
This publication of IDEC - Brazilian Institute of Consumer Defense - assesses the
environmental responsibility of the 7 largest Brazilian banks based on their lending
and investment policies. SITAWI conducted research and graded banks according to
the methodology proposed by Fair Finance Guide International, a network of which
IDEC participates.

“

SITAWI supported the project Removing Barriers for
Financing Energy Efficiency in Brazil, developed by CEBDS’
Thematic Chamber in Climate Change, in partnership with
the Thematic Chamber in Sustainable Finance. SITAWI
showed a unique ability to combine high analytical skills,
coordination of stakeholders and relevant insights from
their previous experiences. Partners of SITAWI’s caliber are
essential to advance the sustainability agenda, both in the
private and the public sector.

”

“

This is the first time company ESG research will be available in Brazil by using a global platform, but produced with
local expertise by SITAWI’s high-qualified team. The partnership also enables us to provide international investors with
SITAWI’s insight on Brazilian businesses. We are replicating a
successful model, which already succeeded in other emerging
markets, such as South Korea and Mexico.

Stephen Hine, Deputy CEO of Eiris

”

Marina Grossi, President CEBDS - Brazilian Business
Council for Sustainable Development

GRI-G4 4, 8
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ADVISORY IN PORTFOLIO PHILANTHROPY
•
•
•
•

3 million flight passengers reached by the campaign
+60,000 people were reached by 31 video tutorials for fundraising
+2500 downloads of the Guide to Online Fundraising
115 NGOs applied to Brazil Challenge of Crowdfunding

This was a year of exploring new territories and
joints in the field of philanthropy. Besides the constant story sharing campaign, DoeMaisDoeMelhor,
we participated even more actively in the philanthropy mobilizers network in the country. As a result,
we had more projects in collaboration with Arapyaú
Institute, Movimento por uma Cultura de Doação,
Instituto para o Desenvolvimento de Investimento
Social (IDIS), Associação Brasileira de Captadores
de Recursos (ABCR), besides the grand finale of the
First Brazil Challenge for Crowd Funding, which was
held in collaboration with great national platforms:
Benfeitoria, Juntos.com.vc and Doare.
GiveMoreGiveBetter in the clouds: In collaboration
with TAM Airlines and BITFilmes film studio, we made
the campaign DoeMaisDoeMelhor, which was displayed in video in TAM airplanes and on the pages of
the magazine TAM nas Nuvens. Through this valuable
collaboration, we were able to reach over three million
people. The video is now available in our YouTube
channel: bit.ly/campanhadoemaisdoemelhor
Video Tutorials for Fundraising: A free series of
videos about fundraising full of good tips and suggestions offered by experts in the area. This new
program is supported by SITAWI, Arapyaú Institute
and ABCR – Brazilian Association for Fundraising.
Content production, film direction, editing and design

GiveMoreGiveBetter campaign in TAM’s airplanes

The announcement of the campaign in the Magazine
TAM in the Clouds

PORTFOLIO PHILANTHROPY

were executed by Escola de Notícias and SITAWI
Philanthropic Culture team.

In 2016, we will focus on consolidating and promoting SITAWI’s own perspective on philanthropy.
We advocate in favor of philanthropy intended as a recurring topic in financial planning of each company. For the way we see
it, every balance sheet should ultimately incorporate donations under the investment section.

The Brazil Crowdfunding Challenge, a contest
jointly produced with the platforms Benfeitoria,
Doare and Juntos.com.vc: Between October 2014
and July 2015 successfully fulfilling its goals of
showing the power of crowdfunding with causes like
the Acãochego, the winner of the Challenge. Thanks
to the collaboration and mobilization of social networks, the NGO made a great campaign that allowed
them to shelter many animals. The campaign collected approximately R$ 350,000, multiplying by 7
the value of the prize (R$ 50,000). It was a total of
4,640 donors, one of the greatest figures in the history of online fundraising in Brazil. In 2015, with the
Challenge, Acãochego could also count with R$ 7,150
in recurring monthly donations made by nearly 300
new donors. Above all, our main conclusion to the
Challenge was that the collective funding is a tool
with great power to multiply impact.

There are many practices to consider when it comes to philanthropy: resources, worldviews, desires, effectiveness, moral
commitment, and the risk-taking aptitude to do what other cannot or are not willing to…. We believe that tax benefits are not
part of both the restrictions and the process of choosing of a cause, approach or organization to support, but as a potential
leverage to the volume of resources available for the chosen method of approach.
Planning a Portfolio Philanthropy is comprised of four steps that support the growth, development and multiplication of
the social sector impact: Vision & Boundary Conditions, Causes & Goals, Portfolio of Methods of approach & Partners and
Support & Monitoring.
As a result of this planning process, the donation portfolio shall prize a balance of diverse approaches and diversity of organizations supported. After all, the impact that a donor wishes to see in the world is hardly restricted to a single organization
or a single cause. Thus, different work approaches found in the social sector - buying service, capacity building, infrastructure
construction and campaigns for change - should be considered.
As you follow us on social networks, website and our monthly newsletter, you will see the progressive development and
strengthening of the Philanthropic Culture in the country.

Giving Day: For another year in a row, we supported
#DiadeDoar, a national campaign to promote the giving culture and the Civil Organization Societies. It is
a day to serve as a stimulus to expand the donation
culture in Brazil, inspired by other countries under the
name #GivingTuesday.

“

The Brazil Crowdfunding Challenge was a very innovative project for the sector: it managed to unite three platforms and different types of funding in the same campaign,
generating a great case for all organizations wishing to raise
online resources.

”

“

This years was essential to mature our view on philanthropy. The different projects and campaigns coordinated inspire us
to consolidate SITAWI’s own perspective on the subject.

”

Ricardo Borges Martins, Coordinator

Ruy Fortini, from Doare, Ariel Tomaspolski, from Juntos.
com.vc, and Mari Villaça, from Benfeitoria

GRI-G4 4, 8
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| Watch the video of the “Give more, give better” campaign on the website
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BUSINESS & IMPACT CONSULTING
•
•

10 projects among finalists and winners of the Google Challenge of Social Impact...
...3420 hours dedicated to consultancy and advisory over the two years, in partner-

ship with Creates Global

•
•

OPERATIONAL MODEL AND FUNDRAISING

OPERATIONAL MODEL

5 Marathons Business of Social Impact in partnership with Sebrae had...
...775 applicants, 66 partners and 3256 hours of practice

Consistently with our Finance for Good mission, we
offered consultancy to business of impact, foundations and companies. This area of SITAWI has been
unfolding itself as a “boutique” that supports selected projects which receive the team’s multidisciplinary approach.
Private Equity Advent, through one of its subsidiaries, had this multidisciplinary approach in developing a Corporate Social Responsibility framework
to be applied to the companies in its portfolio.

run by members of the social movement Manoel
Congo, located in Cinelândia - RJ and the professionalization of young autistic children.
Furthermore, the Votorantim Institute invited
SITAWI to apply its methodology in the assessment
of social-environmental loans to produce a “second
opinion”, incorporated in the choice of supporters
of ReDeS - Networks for Sustainable Development held in collaboration with BNDES.

For the second year in a row, Google Inc. chose us
to provide assistance and to mentor 10 runner-ups
and winners of Google’s Social Impact Challenge, in
partnership with CRIA Global.
In its third edition, now in Rio de Janeiro and
Campo Grande – Mato Grosso do Sul, we took part
in the development of Marathon for Social Impact
Businesses, by Sebrae. Such marathons have been
very significant, given the increasing participation
of entrepreneurs. For instance, in the 2015 marathon in Rio de Janeiro, more than 100 projects were
submitted. The event’s peak was businesses which
aimed for the empowerment of minorities. Among
the awarded companies, we had a company focused on wig sales for cancer patients, a restaurant

SUPPORTERS
PALLADIUM

F. Carvalho

PLATINUM

H. Alhante, G. A. Ferreira, FN Capital, K. Dias, A. Fraga, Instituto Sabin

GOLD

Axxon Group, J. Bitencourt, G. Hsu, V. Nogueira, T. Solberg, M. Spilberg, E. Stein, L. Teixeira, H. Tokeshi, R.
Valverde

SILVER

Marathon for Social Impact Business, in Campo Grande, Mato Grosso do Sul.

“

Having SITAWI strategic consultancy was a pleasure and a valuable asset to our project. During
2 years, SITAWI has provided the 10 NGOs winners of 2014 Google Impact Challenge with the tools
and the financial consultancy necessary. The efforts put in by the SITAWI team could humanize all the
financial part of the project and it made us believe that this is an essential partner for the success of
projects such as the GIC.

”

Fernanda Sampaio, marketing manager for sales channels in Latin America.

GRI-G4 4, 8
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The positive results of 2015 and the history of SITAWI are possible thanks also to our Network for
Good. Supporters committed to the improvement of the history of social projects in Brazil. We extend to them and to all SITAWI’s friends our gratitude.

| These projects can be accessed through “Our Work” section in our new website

R. Alvarenga, A. Aristizabal, O. Armani, R. Bastos, P. Brandi, R. Brunetti, D. Cavicchioli, B. Cavour, D. Celano, Claritas, P. Cordeir, I.
Dal-Ri, A. Delben, W. B. Dominice, R. Ellison, M. Finatti, P. Freitas, S. Frizzo, S. Giarelli, R. Glass, G. Gonçalves, F. Guterres, O. Guzzo,
IBM, F. Kaufmann, F. Laplaca, Lee and Linda Meier Family Foundation, L. Leite, L. Letelier, I. Matzner, J. Michaels, B. Moraes, P.
Mordehachvili, C. Oliveira, R. Packer, N. Rachman, L. Ribeiro, M. Santos, , R. Sant’Anna, C. Schmidt, B. Scretas, F. Seifert, C. Skilnik,
P. Suarez, Suffolk University, M. Tornovsky, Vérios, S. Wachsner, I. Wender

“

Donating is helping an unequal society to achieve a higher level of fairness; it is caring for our
people, our nature, our culture; it is an act of altruism and solidarity. In Brazil, you cannot help but
donate to SITAWI, which is working in an ethical and responsible way and ensures that the same
resources are used more than once by committed organizations. High social-environmental impact
depends fundamentally on the act of giving.
Renato Alvarenga, Donor

”

GRI-G4 13
Contribute to Finance for Good. Access www.sitawi.net/support |

|
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SITAWI IN 2015
Consulting Environmental Risk for Agency
of the State of Amazonas Development
(AFEAM) in partnership with the InterAmerican Development Bank (IDB).
Publication launch in partnership with PRI:
Materiality ESG Indicators – A Brazilian
Perspective
Workshop in Social-Environmental Risk for
Public Banks/BSB
Visit of MBA students from
Tuck School of Business

Donations to Akatu Institute, with the
support of +Unidos Group
Round table on SIBs in III Encounter of municipalities
for sustainable development / BSB
Launch of ESG Controversies 2014 Report
Estadão, Exame, InfoMoney, Época Negócios and other
magazines comment on the ESG Controversies 2014 Report

Magazine Institutional Investor –
“Reputation at stake”

CSR Investing Summit, Uncovering Portfolio Risk with
ESG Metrics, New York, NY

Financial Citizenship Forum;
Financial citizenship in Sustainable
Development Goals / BSB

Pequenas Empresas & Grandes Negócios Magazine
– “How to fulfill the dream of starting a business that
is good for you and for the world”

Laboratory of Energy Efficiency in
buildings in Brazil / RJ

IX Brazilian Forum for Public Security, Social
Impact Bonds in security / RJ
Opening of SITAWI’s new office in Itaim / SP

stoé, Dinheiro Magazine – SITAWI –
“The multiplication of good”

The largest Social-Environmental
loan in SITAWI’s history to CIES
Shell Youth Initiative at FIRJAN/RJ.
Jornal do Comércio – “Energy
efficiency faces financing”
Rob Packer took part in the Polo
Brazil Comittee of Aspen Network of
Development Entrepeneurs (ANDE)

GRI/GIFE: the importance of transparency and
sustainability report in the third sector / SP
Impact of World Bank fundings in forests,
organized by BIC and Ford Foundation /
Washington, DC

Consultancy on Social-Environmental Risk
for banks in Afghanistan and Tajikistan

MAR

ABR

MAI

JUN

BNDES/IDB about funding opportunities in
environmental markets / BSB
SIBHub Brazil initiative in the Seminar publicprivate partnerships, from USP Santos
Green Bonds, Environmental policies as a source of
new business for IFDs Seminar / BSB
Publication of the article in Investment & Pensions Europe
ESG Alpha - how to generate value incorporating
emerging themes in investment analysis / SP
TBLI Conference Latin America 2015 - Redefining the
investment strategies: the role of environmental factors,
social and Governance / Buenos Aires
Opportunities of Social Impact Bonds in Brazil for
technicians of IPEA / RJ
Annual dinner SITAWI’s supporters with Arminio
Fraga / RJ
Launch of the Guide of Responsible Banks, promoted by the Brazilian Institute
for Consumer Protection (Idec)
5º Inter-American Forum of Impact Investment / Mexico

JUL

Social Impact Business Marathon
Sebrae / RJ

Sustainable Brands 2015, Debate Big
Challenges – How to finance the New
Economy / RJ

TBLI Europe 2015 Low Carbon,
Investing: Emerging Trends And
Strategies / Zurich

Institutional Investor magazine – “SITAWI
closes a deal with the British EIRIS, leader in
social-environmental research for investors”

Launch of SouMinasGerais Philanthropic
Fund for the victims of the dam tragedy
in Mariana, Minas Gerais

Interview delivered to 1PapoReto at
the radio station MegaBrasil

EU-Brazil summit - Brazil dialogs on trade and
sustainability / Brussels

Meeting Brazil / European Union Climate: We are all responsible, “In
addition to technology, measures
for transmission to the low carbon
economy” / RJ

Expomanagement Brazil 2015,
Finance for Sustainability / SP

Parceria com o Polen, nova plataforma de
captação online

Istoé, Dinheiro Magazine – SITAWI is quoted
among “50 stories of well-doing companies”
most inspiring in 2015 in the category:
Activism beyond profit”

Release of the e-book “Social-Environmental
Business Financing” in partnership with
Instituto de Cidadania Empresarial (ICE)

FEV

Biennial of Americas – Financing the Future: New
Barriers to Investment / Denver

Green Climate Fund: Opportunities for financial
institutions in Latin America / Mexico

“Social Fund FEM-Innovation –
Women to TIC with social impact”

JAN

Social & Environmental loan to
Coperjunho / PR

AGO

SET

Estadão, A Tarde and other media
press comment on the show
SouMinasGerais

OUT

NOV

DEZ

Crowdfunding “Dá pé”
Social-Environmental loan to Lar da
Bênção / SP
Launch of ESG search service for institutional
investors and financial institutions, in partnership
with the British company EIRIS
Rumos Magazine – “A changing climate”
Ethos Conference 360º, Green Bonds and
new financial tools to finance low-carbon
economy / SP
Valor Econômico –”What if the government
bought social outcomes?”
Valor Econômico – “Social finance sector can
attract R$ 50 billion until 2020”

Legenda:
SITAWI Events
Talks at Events

Campaign Give More Give Better in the magazine “TAM in the Clouds” and video on
all aircrafts of the company

Press Highlights

Carnival in the Caribbean: socioenvironmental risk consulting for banks in Barbados

Organizational Highlights

Disbursement/Consultancy

2° Latam ESG 2015 - Taking ESG into Account,
Capital Markets Beyond the Stock Market / SP
Seminar and launch of the Task Force Social
Finance in Brazil / SP
Social Impact Business Marathon Sebrae / MS
SEBRAE Primer – “45 Stories of Success”, SITAWI
is quoted in Insolar’s case

CoP21 – Climate Conference in Paris
Impact of World Bank financing in forests: the
case of Para / Washington, DC
Financial impacts of Samarco’s tragedy:
Lessons for responsible investors
SITAWI ranks the TOP10 and Director Gustavo
Pimentel is TOP1 Analyst in Social, Environmental
and Governance Research by IRRI in 2015
Office opening in SP and team growth

Relatório Anual - 2015

SITAWI

BOARD (year of entry)
Enio Stein - Head of the Treasury and Financial Planning – Integration, Vale (2009)

A SITAWI

Guilherme Affonso Ferreira - Bahema Holdings (2012)
Thomaz Conde - Social Investor (2014)

MISSION
To develop and strengthen the concept of Finance for
Good in Brazil, mobilizing more capital, more types of capital and enhancing its allocation to transform more lives.

VISION
A world where capital is cheaper, abundant and patient for organizations and businesses that create
positive social-environmental impact.

VALUES
Innovation, discipline, social-environmental responsibility and transparency along with all stakeholders.

ABOUT US
We are a Civil Society Organization of Public Interest
(OSCIP) which operates in Brazil and abroad as a Finance
for Good platform to provide innovative financial solutions
for positive social and environmental impact. The platform

is structured in 4 programs: Finance, Sustainable Finance,
Philanthropic Culture and Business & Impact. We work for
synergy and efficiency of these programs for the fulfillment
of our mission and vision.

Pedro Cordeiro - Partner - TMG Capital (2010)

GOVERNANCE

TEAM

SITAWI’s highest body of governance is its general assembly, composed of its associate members who periodically elect the Executive Directorship, which consists
of a director-president (with the role of CEO, responsible
for administrative and institutional activities) and a director-vice-president (responsible for operational activities).
In addition, SITAWI has an advisory board, which meets
quarterly to review our strategy and execution and which
may receive feedback from stakeholders (supporters,
clients, employees, suppliers, the press, board members,
and others). The Audit Committee, elected by the associate
members, is responsible for approving the organization’s
accounts. The investment committee for the Social and
Environmental Loan Fund is made up of the CEO and in dependent experts. Funds created by third parties have their
own governance structures.

Founder and CEO

Institutional

Leonardo Letelier

Renata Linhares - Fundraising Coordinator

Social Finance
Rob Packer - Fund Manager
Caio Carvalho* -Funds Senior Analyst
Rafael Ribeiro - SIBs Coordinator

14
RJ

83%

16%
12%
72%

55%

are women

88%

walk, bike or take public transportation

6% 4%

Fred Seifert - Consultant
Michela Aimar - Consultant
Lucas Salgado* - Consultant

Top3

musical genres at
work

1º Flamengo
2º Vasco
3º Fluminense

Vivian Cotecchia - Communications
Luiza Resende - Translation
Henrique Alhante Jr - Social Finance
Caroline Luz - Comunicação
Danilo Cerqueira - CRM Implementation
Anna Carolina Venturini - Translation
Marcela Batista - Translation
Tatiana Lima - Translation

Sustainable Finance

Peter Rothman - Translation

Ricardo Martins - Campaign Coordinator

Hugo Otávio Cruz Reis - Translation
Sabrina Veras - Translation

34%

Yes, more than 3 times a month
Yes, 2 or 3 times a month
Yes, once a month
Yes, very often throughout the year
No

Academic Background
6

Soccer Support

Every kind of meat
Only white meat (fish, chicken)
Vegetarian

Paula Lorena de Oliveira - Communications

Do philanthropy?
17%

39%

Diet

Ian Satiro - Management Analyst

Volunteers

Gustavo Pimentel - Director

Beatriz Ferrari - Researcher

are less than 40
years-old

Rosilene Fonseca - Administrative Assistant for Finance

Sustainable Finance

Isabel Rodrigues - Researcher

SP

Luiza Coimbra - Communications and Fundraising Analyst

* Employees who left SITAWI throughout the year

Daniel Chaves* - Researcher

Most watched TV series

6

Mariana Vilhena Bittencourt - Communications Coordinator

Cristine Pavoni - Senior Consultant

Cristóvão Alves - Analyst

SITAWANOS

POP / MPB / INSTRUMENTAL

Franklin Feder - Independent advisor and former CEO for Alcoa America Latina & Caribe (2015)

Guilherme Teixeira - Analyst

TEAM PROFILE

20

Tomaz Solberg - Conflict Mediator (2009)

4
2
0

Management
Social Sciences
Communications
Economics
Engineering
Linguistics
International Relations

GRI-G4 3, 6, 7, 8, 10, 34, 56
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SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS (LAST 5 YEARS)

CONTENT INDEX GRI 3.1

*

STRATEGY AND REVIEW
G4-1 - CEO statement about the relevance of sustainability - Page 04

G4-32 - Option “agreement”, GRI Index4 and reference as to external verification - Essential - Page 27 - The SITAWI not sought external check for
this report

THE ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE

G4-33 - Policy and practice for submission of the report to external verification - SITAWI has not sought external revision for this report

G4-3 - Organization name - SITAWI

Our complete financial statements, audited by BDO RCS Auditoria, are available on our website.

G4-4 - Main marcs, products and/or services - Page 08,10,12,14,16,18,20
G4-5 - Location of headquarters - Rio de Janeiro - RJ

(R$ thousand)
Gross Operating Revenues

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

1.353

1.382

747

369

272

G4-7 -The nature of the property and legal form of organization - Page 21
G4-8 - Markets in which the organization operates (with geographical breakdown, sectors covered and types of customers and beneficiaries) - Page
8 to 20 and p. 24

Social Finance - Funds/Loans

281

226

288

132

105

Sustainable Finance

358

230

-

-

-

Philanthropic Culture

10

-

-

-

-

Business & Impact

344

394

90

4

43

Donations for Operations

360

532

359

233

124

Tariffs and Taxes

8

9

22

5

23

G4-6 - Number of countries in which it operates and the name of the countries in which their main operations are located or are especially relevant to
the sustainability issues covered - Page 24

G4-9 - Organization size - Small Business
G4-10 - The total number of employees, gender identity and region of work
- Page 24
G4-11 - Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining agreements - 7.1%
G4-12 - Describe the supply chain - SITAWI develops activities related to the
management of programs and professional services, having only suppliers
of supplies (TI, office material, etc.) and of other professional services (accounting, advertising, etc.)
G4-13 - Significant changes - Page 04, 22, 23

Net Operating Revenues

1.345

1.373

715

364

249

Expenses

1.203

1.171

705

457

321

168

128

59

68

30

Marketing and Business Development

43

44

20

-

-

Transport and Travel

125

84

39

-

-

Human Resources

742

599

490

297

244

Management, Admin and Operations

287

430

153

90

45

Capital and Office Expenditure

115

114

77

-

-

Outsourced Services

172

316

76

-

-

6

14

2

2

2

142

202

10

-93

-72

Institutional Development

Depreciation and Amortization

Operating Result EC1

G4-14 - As adopts the approach or the precautionary principle - the activities
of SITAWI have very low environmental impact, therefore the application of
the precautionary principle is not considered theme material
G4-15 - Letters, principles or external initiatives of an economic, environmental and social to subscribe or endorses - Page 06
G4-16 - Participation in associations and national or international organizations - Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI), Aspen Network
of Development Entrepreneurs (ANDE), Grupo de Institutos Fundações e
Empresas (GIFE), Força Tarefa de Finanças Sociais (FTFS) e Transform
Finance

MATERIAL ASPECTS IDENTIFIED AND LIMITS
G4-17 ao G4-23 - About the procedure adopted to define the content of the
report. Material aspects identified and its limits and reformulations - regarding the identification of interested parties, there was no structured process
of selection and engagement of stakeholders for the production of the report. The themes were defined by the administration.

STAKEHOLDERS’ ENGAGEMENT
G4-24 a G4-27 - Overview of the engagement of stakeholders of the organization, to process definition and engagement of the groups - the relationship of interested parties engaged by the organization - Customers,
beneficiaries, partners, collaborators and advisers have contributed with
information for this report, but were not consulted about the materiality of
the topics reported.

REPORT PROFILE
G4-28 - The period covered by the report - Page 02

Operational Indicators

G4-29 - Date of previous report - Page 02

Funds Disbursed for Social Impact (R$ thousand)

1.927

1.550

1.156

603

530

G4-30 - Reporting cycle - Page 02

Internal Capital Consumption** (R$ thousand)

218

330

349

326

196

G4-31 - Contact Information - Page 02 and 28

Earned revenue***/ Total Revenue

73%

62%

51%

37%

54%

GOVERNANCE
G4-34 - Governance Structure - Page 24

ETHICS AND INTEGRITY
G4-56 - The values, principles, rules and standards of behavior as a code of
conduct and ethics - Page 24

SPECIFIC DEFAULT CONTENT
CATEGORY: ECONOMIC - ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE
G4-EC1 - Direct economic value generated and distributed - Page 26
G4-EC4 - The financial assistance received from the government - THE
SITAWI not received any support from the government in 2015

CATEGORY: ENVIRONMENTAL - ENERGY
G4-EN3 - Energy consumption within the organization - the energy consumed by SITAWI was acquired from dealers, hydroelectric sources and thermoelectric power plant. The consumption in 2015 was 6.275 KWh (January
to December)

CATEGORY: SOCIAL - LABOR PRACTICES AND DECENT
WORK
G4-LA1 - Total number and rates of hiring of new employees, and rotation of
employees - total number (20) and rates of hiring of new employees (20%),
and rotation of employees (20%), similar per gender, (19-21% male-female)
with difference by age range (25% to below 30 years and 13% to above 30
years)

CATEGORY: HUMAN RIGHTS - INVESTMENTS
G4-HR1 - The total number and percentage of agreements and contracts
for the significant investments that include human rights clauses or that
were submitted to assessment concerning the human rights - All contracts
of SITAWI have clauses that ensure our customers the respect of the human
rights of their beneficiaries and collaborators

CATEGORY: SOCIETY - COMBATING CORRUPTION /
PUBLIC POLICIES
G4-SO4 - Communication and training policies and procedures for combating corruption
All the employees of SITAWI are informed about the organization’s condura
code
G4-SO6 - Total value of contributions to political parties, broken down by
country and recipients/beneficiary - SITAWI makes no political donations

CATEGORY:
PRODUCT
RESPONSIBILITY
COMMUNICATION AND MARKETING

-

G4-PR7 - The total number of cases of non-compliance with regulations
and voluntary codes relating to marketing communications, including
advertising, promotion and sponsorship, broken down by type of results were not recorded cases of non-conformity relating to communication and
marketing

* Organização sem fins lucrativos (ver pg. 21)
** despesas operacionais não cobertas por receitas próprias
*** recursos provenientes de consultorias, gestão de fundos e campanhas

GRI-G4 EC1
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| All Financial Statements and audited results are on our site
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